Skidan Sofya

Statement
Sofya Skidan was born in 1996 in Ukhta, Russia. She graduated from
the Saint-Petersburg State University of Film and Television and Rodchenko
Moscow School of Photography and Multimedia. She is also a professional
yoga instructor, which is reflected in her choice of materials, techniques, and
subject matter.
In her artistic practice, she explores ways of perceiving the world as
information, rethinking eastern philosophy and spatial auras, reflections on
speculative history, and the spectator’s visionary experience. She is trying to
navigate the boundaries between nature’s discourse and the technogenic
contemporary. Her artistic practice is based on post-digital aesthetics,
sexuality, biomedia theory, memory, new philosophy of yoga and the body.
Working with a large variety of media in site-specific installations, she infuses
artifacts of a post-digital reality with elements nostalgic about the loss of a
natural landscape.
Tapping into the complexities of postcontemporary, Skidan raises
questions around updated understandings of identity within today’s
technogenic culture, as well as the crisis of nature and the fast-approaching
environmental tipping point in the age of the anthropocene.
Selected lectures: «Taboo in Art: Sexuality, Emancipation, the New Body
and Alienation», «New Wave: Post-Internet Art», «Internet-Archeology».

CV
Artist, yoga-instructor (b.1996, Ukhta, Russia)
EDUCATION
Saint-Petersburg university of Cinematography and TV (2013-2018)
Rodchenko art school (2014-2017)
SOLO SHOWS
Transverse hyperspace, Fragment gallery, Moscow, 2018
Dynamic pieces, Rodchenko art school, Moscow, 2016
SELECTED GROUP SHOWS
20:20 time stopped, Moscow Museum of Contemporaru art, 2020
15 minutes break, All-Russia Museum of Decorative, Applied and Folk Art ,
Moscow, 2020
The Coming World: Ecology as the New Politics 2030–2100, Garage museum
of contemporary art, Moscow 2019
Presence, Sevkabel, Saint-Petersburg, 2019
Animal internet, Khodynka gallery, Moscow, 2019
Going Unconscious / Trembling / With eyes open / I see you / Surrender, HSE
art gallery, Moscow,2018.
Performance by Strange attractors, Synthposium, Moscow, 2018;
Boa constrictor eating an elephant, 25 kadr gallery, Moscow biennale, 2018;
Unseen photo-book festival, Amsterdam, 2017
8 level, Winzavod, Moscow, 2017;
Inside of the Art, the Pushkin museum and Tsvetnoy shop, Moscow, 2016;
About Rodchenko School. 10 Years, Multimedia art museum, Moscow, 2016;
Vienna photo-book festival, Vienna, 2016
AWARDS
Scholarship within the program of Garage Museum of Contemporary Art in
support of emerging artists 2019/2020;
Space design and video-art for play «Locker room talk» , winner of Black Box
residency in the Meyerhold center, 2019;
Nomination for the Kuryokhin prize, BestVisual Art Project, project “Transverse
hyperspace”, 2018

how can you describe the weirdness that is not
assembled enough?
(work in progress: video, sculptures, installation)2019-2020
This is a cross-disciplinary
project that includes a videoessay, a site-specific installation
and sculptures. In this project
I explore the relationship
between human and non-human
mutation, and how the instability
of the body is reflected in the
alienation of the virtual body–
the avatar– from its physical
medium; sexuality as practice of
identity-erosion; how the images
of cyber-shamans are unfolding in
conversations with themselves.
Every object presented at
the show will embody ideas
of mixed nature, creating a
trace of the ritual and the
digital world. The movement
of landscapes and bodies in
the video is sculpture-like.
The imperceptibly changing
form of the performance is an
exploration of new sexuality
through the bodily fissure.
The avatar is a hybrid identity
formed as an attempt to grasp
the elusive feeling of the postcontemporary.

your mildly corporeal weapons

Mixed media (materials: wood, silicone cloth, UV printing on fabric, clay, plastic, silicone, organic
elements, luminous element, suspension cable), 2020
As an emotional response, the pandemic brought to life various forms of anxiety and frustration,
to combat which many people mastered new rules for organizing their working day, new practices of selfdiscipline, turning to manual labor, and needlework. Skidan, who explores the problems of dark ecology and
posthumanism in her practice, sublimated the feeling of longing for nature by turning to work with sculpture, an
experiment with a plastic form that helps to capture and recompensate for a missing contact with nature and
to sing praises to the dying world in the material. For the artist, working on sculpture has become a new form
of meditative activity that improves self-discipline and a helps to live according to timetable. These installations
are not persistent mutations, they can evolve beyond. Working on this project I was influenced by an B.P.
Presiado’s article “Learning from the virus”, especially a few main points: “ we should try to mutate like a virus”,
“inside form of the mutation”, “move away from the mutation imposed to the mutation of the chosen one”. In
this way I rethink the nature of materiality.

vulnerability, lifted
Installation, UF-print, silicone, fabric, clay, organic elements, mixed media
The installation comprises a dimly lit area, building on the idea of mystical and
atmospheric spaces. The flooring is done with fitted carpeting, which serves to better
ground the viewer within the installation. The room is lit with a cold outerspace vibe
to promote concentration and close examination. Some objects you encounter invite
communication: to smell, to carefully touch, to observe, to be near.
One part of the project will be the artist’s performance-workshop, dedicated to
the living through psychological and sensory experience. The workshop is structured as
a performance lecture. During the workshop, it is proposed to try out several meditative
and bodily techniques, the purpose of which is to try to allocate resources between
experiencing fatigue and letting go of the usual patterns of movement and thinking.
These practices can (but are not required to) bring the participant into the world of his
consciousness and psyche, where both can see the common breath flowing over the
space of admissibility.

addiction to becoming, addiction to non-becoming
performance-lecture , 2019

The artist offers participants a physical experience that will immerse
them in a denser present. In a complex and rapidly changing world of
multiple truths and post-truths we often need a break—a refuge that
would allow us to explore ourselves on a new level—a level different
from our everyday but still addressing the workings of memory. The artist,
the music, and the space will act as mediators within the participants’
memory, guiding them along their own process of becoming in the
context of the discussion of a digitalized world and encouraging them
to try and understand how our brains and bodies register information.
Participants will discuss the ways in which the integration of online reality
into the daily routine has changed our psychophysical perception and
whether we can become stalkers of our own consciousness.

addicton to
becoming, addiction
to non-becoming.
Off the grid
zoom perfomance, 2020

A performance / workshop focused on lived psychological and emotional
experiences in the virtual space, something which has become the new reality
in this time of self-isolation.
Not an invitation to relive or rewrite the experience of the migration
of one’s social life (including its emotional and sensual aspects) online, the
performance will encourage participants to look within and see how their
conscious selves have changed in the current circumstances. The artist believes
that the excess of online events and the redistribution of resources from
the outer to the inner dimension represent an attempt to correct viscosity.
Entering this matrix does not represent an affirmation of humanity, but instead
its loss. In connecting to cyberspace, humans do not penetrate it but are
captured by the space and experience a vulnerability of connection that affects
sensibilities.

my tail has left a trail of slime —
the trail stays in the sky
mixed media, 2019

This installation is a kind of an altar which could be assembled
after the downfall of human culture. Its elements are memories,
“memories as a method of liberation from the given”. The sitespecific installation includes elements of imaginary mythologies
and technogenic remains of the digital world of the future, in
which un-human physicality becomes a natural continuation and
naturality mutates into physicality. Using man-made materials from
our civilization (such as plastic and sheeting material of vehicle
interiors) together with natural artifacts (moss, stones), the artist
raises questions about thinking life and the life of thoughts in a world
punctuated with a feeling of loss of natural harmony.

transverse hyperspace

video-essay, UV-print, photo-sculpture, installation, smells, texture, mirror,
2018
The artist attempts to set up a research space of a new kind of
physicality that seeks to erase gender boundaries and the alienation of the
virtual body from its physical carrier. The artist harnesses representations of
sexuality as a means of eradicating identity and the projection of a unified
structural memory. The artist builds her video works through the medium
of live broadcasts and “stories.” Organized as the dimly-lit transit space of a
laboratory, the exhibition restages selected aspects of the transitional state
of culture on its way to a dystopian world of the future (“the world without
us”), with the help of recovered artifact-ruins and landmarks that could be
used as triggers for the mechanisms of recovering memory. Skidan pieces
together the landscape of this forthcoming world from scraps of information
left behind after unknown events, supplemented by video installations and
objects. In doing so, she offers new strategies for spatial orientation, the
constant reinscription of one’s self within the digital landscape and the
various means of sensory perception, with the help of olfactory installations
(drawing on aroma as a potent catalyst for personal memories), haptic
and photographic sculptures, immersive video environments, and a suit
designed as a uniform for stalkers who will inhabit the earth in its near posthuman future. The world of transverse hyperspace is the ruins of a digital
environment, the speculative memories of an artificial intelligence of the
future recalling the “paradise lost” of the natural past.

The show was accompanied by three collective yoga and performance
sessions, combined with lectures on dark ecology and posthumanism,
in addition to performances by guest lecturers and sound artists. These
served to connect the main points of the exhibition, with the attendees
immersed in different layers of perception, physical exploration and
intellectual drift.

Part of the project is the video-essay
«Memory is action alredy happend, expirience
tht never been happend»

Screenshots from video-essay

awareness of unawareness is an awareness
performance-lecture, 2018
The performance developed by the artist is seen as a clash of several
modes of feeling. The deconstructed practice of yoga, asanas and breathing
techniques was accompanied by an extended lecture on alienation from the
human, representing the combination of bodily practice and intellectual drift,
and historical and sensory experiences of knowledge at different registers
of perception. The main goal of this performative practice is to understand
how we can shift the balance of possibilities and the distribution of abilities
within the practice of human existence.

eupsychia
installation: steel, wood, printing on fabric, natural rubber, 2017
The space of Eupsychia combines elements of Eastern practices aimed at achieving samadhi, a state
of meditative consciousness, as well as attributes of material culture, focused on issues of existence
in anthropogenesis. Today, the relationship between body and space is coming to a new level. The
outer shell is transformed into a tool that helps to connect with a new reality.
Eupsychia was created with pertinent problems in mind: redistributing the flow of information,
neutralizing undesirable ideological attitudes and blocking standardized perceptions of the world.
The installation includes two objects. 1. A modern yoga bench helps to perform deeperasanas due
to its additional angle. The bench is made of steel and is covered with a mat of natural eco-friendly
rubber. 2. A costume made of linen, cotton, and synthetic mesh. The mesh elements of the suit
cannot be tracked by surveillance systems. The symbols used in the drawings on the floor, suit and
yoga mat refer to different spiritual traditions.
* Eu - Greek. good, absolutely, right ** Psychia - Greek. soul, spirit, breath

strange attractors
Strange attractors is a musical and performative project of three Moscow artists
Albina Mochrykova, Katerina Shiryaeva and Sofya Skidan. SA creates a world of
mysterious attractors, in which cold and detached aesthetics meets experimental
music and longing voices. SA work with installation and conceptual video,
which become an extension of the world of attractors for each performance.
SA performs in clubs, contemporary art galleries and music festivals. Strange
attractors prepared a special performance for the «Innovation» prize at the
Lenin Library in Moscow in 2018.
Synthposium, 2017
- Synthposium, -2017

links
https://soundcloud.com/strange_attr/
https://www.instagram.com/strange__
attractors/
https://www.facebook.com/StrangeAttractors-865745770297287/

dynamic pieces
Installation: prints on fabric, video, found objects, foil, frame, film,
colored fluorescent lamps, 2016
Space is divided into several zones.The viewer-flaneur may consider
the object autonomously or read in conjunction with other pieces.
Each object refers the viewer to different issues: the lost natural
world, the technogenic nature of reproduction, and reflection on
the medium.The visual experience is the awareness of the personal
trajectory of thought, an act of self-discovery. ‘L`espacement’ in the
meaning of ‘spacing’ indicates the moving of space no matter what
it is filled with.

